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A STYLISH BLENDA STYLISH BLEND
by by Debra Spark   photographs by photographs by Jonathan Reece

A BOSTON-BASED COUPLE NEST WITH COMFORT, TRANQUILITY,A BOSTON-BASED COUPLE NEST WITH COMFORT, TRANQUILITY,
AND A TOUCH OF DRAMA AND A TOUCH OF DRAMA 

The rustic kitchen feels The rustic kitchen feels 
at once cozy and modern at once cozy and modern 
thanks to weathered walls thanks to weathered walls 
from a disassembled barn. from a disassembled barn. 
Sconces from Rejuvenation.Sconces from Rejuvenation.

The home’s exterior The home’s exterior 
recalls a traditional New recalls a traditional New 

England barn.England barn.
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J O R G E  L I Z A R D I  G E T S  T WO  SY L L A B L E S  I N TO  T H E J O R G E  L I Z A R D I  G E T S  T WO  SY L L A B L E S  I N TO  T H E 

word “compromise” before he corrects himself. “Compro-word “compromise” before he corrects himself. “Compro-
mise” isn’t the word he wants to describe what happened mise” isn’t the word he wants to describe what happened 
when he and his partner, Justin Henry, refurbished their when he and his partner, Justin Henry, refurbished their 
second home. second home. ThatThat word suggests diminishment, not his  word suggests diminishment, not his 
real feeling. He believes that the sum of their aesthetics real feeling. He believes that the sum of their aesthetics 
is greater than the parts, something he discovered when is greater than the parts, something he discovered when 
he and Justin set up their primary home in Dorchester, he and Justin set up their primary home in Dorchester, 
Massachusetts, and more recently in Maine.Massachusetts, and more recently in Maine.

Jorge is from Caguas, Puerto Rico, and is drawn to Jorge is from Caguas, Puerto Rico, and is drawn to 
modern, clean lines. Simplicity appeals to him. Anything modern, clean lines. Simplicity appeals to him. Anything 
ornate agitates his senses. Meanwhile, Justin, who is ornate agitates his senses. Meanwhile, Justin, who is 
from Danvers, Massachusetts, has more traditional tastes from Danvers, Massachusetts, has more traditional tastes 
shaped by his grandmother, an interior decorator and col-shaped by his grandmother, an interior decorator and col-
lector of chinoiserie. “She had a blue-and-white dragon lector of chinoiserie. “She had a blue-and-white dragon 
stool when I was growing up,” Justin remembers, “and for stool when I was growing up,” Justin remembers, “and for 
some reason, I had my eye on it.”some reason, I had my eye on it.”

In 2017, at the encouragement of friends, Jorge and In 2017, at the encouragement of friends, Jorge and 
Justin bought an atypical split-level in Kennebunkport. Justin bought an atypical split-level in Kennebunkport. 
The house made abundant use of wood from a disas-The house made abundant use of wood from a disas-
sembled Northern Maine barn. Many interior walls were sembled Northern Maine barn. Many interior walls were 
sheathed in weathered wood. Exposed posts and beams sheathed in weathered wood. Exposed posts and beams 
appeared throughout the house, as did pine trim. Despite appeared throughout the house, as did pine trim. Despite 
the cabin vibe, ample fenestration and a kitchen that the cabin vibe, ample fenestration and a kitchen that 

A secondhand bar cart originally from West Elm pops against an accent wall, A secondhand bar cart originally from West Elm pops against an accent wall, 
creating a sense of drama.   creating a sense of drama.   OPPOSITE, BOTTOM:OPPOSITE, BOTTOM: For the living room, Jorge and  For the living room, Jorge and 

Justin chose a minimalist blue, gray, and white palette.Justin chose a minimalist blue, gray, and white palette.

Jorge and Justin share a Jorge and Justin share a 
smile around the backyard smile around the backyard 
firepit.firepit.
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opened to the partial second floor made opened to the partial second floor made 
the interior light. the interior light. 

After purchase, Jorge and Justin After purchase, Jorge and Justin 
arranged the house for short-term rent-arranged the house for short-term rent-
ers. They hoped to generate income until ers. They hoped to generate income until 
they were ready for their own stays. they were ready for their own stays. 
To make the spaces comfortable, they To make the spaces comfortable, they 
painted the previously colorful walls painted the previously colorful walls 
white and furnished the rooms with white and furnished the rooms with 
pieces from Crate & Barrel (the outlet pieces from Crate & Barrel (the outlet 
store in Kittery became a frequent stop store in Kittery became a frequent stop 
on drives north) and Wayfair, where on drives north) and Wayfair, where 
Justin was senior design manager/art Justin was senior design manager/art 
director before he took a job as product director before he took a job as product 
design director at Jobcase. (Jorge works design director at Jobcase. (Jorge works 
as executive director of medical compli-as executive director of medical compli-
ance, quality, and training for a German ance, quality, and training for a German 
pharmaceutical company.)pharmaceutical company.)

Subsequent major overhauls included Subsequent major overhauls included 
a complete redo of the primary bathroom a complete redo of the primary bathroom 
(which had once been in two separate (which had once been in two separate 
areas off the primary bedroom). Now, areas off the primary bedroom). Now, 
a large closet occupies the space where a large closet occupies the space where 
there was once a shower, and a full pri-there was once a shower, and a full pri-
mary bath is tucked behind a custom mary bath is tucked behind a custom 
barn door. The new room has a double barn door. The new room has a double 
sink and large walk-in shower, faced sink and large walk-in shower, faced 
with ceramic subway tiles for the walls with ceramic subway tiles for the walls 
and hexagonal Carrara marble tiles for and hexagonal Carrara marble tiles for 
the floor.the floor.

Jorge and Justin kept the previous Jorge and Justin kept the previous 
owner’s kitchen island. Its vivid blue owner’s kitchen island. Its vivid blue 
base complements the minimalist blue-base complements the minimalist blue-
and-white palette in the living room, and-white palette in the living room, 
which has two blue-and-white Chinese which has two blue-and-white Chinese 
garden stools and two shibori (indigo garden stools and two shibori (indigo 
Japanese tie-dye) prints. Elsewhere, the Japanese tie-dye) prints. Elsewhere, the 
palette tends to muted blues, grays, neu-palette tends to muted blues, grays, neu-
trals, and black, with the last color being trals, and black, with the last color being 
consciously used for drama and to create consciously used for drama and to create 
a visual refrain. Black already appeared a visual refrain. Black already appeared 
in a merely ornamental circular staircase in a merely ornamental circular staircase 
(a curiosity that might have been about (a curiosity that might have been about 
the need to move air when the house the need to move air when the house 
was heated solely by a pellet stove), but was heated solely by a pellet stove), but 
Jorge and Justin also painted their doors Jorge and Justin also painted their doors 
(French and otherwise) black. They (French and otherwise) black. They 
painted the accent wall behind a bar cart painted the accent wall behind a bar cart 
black and used black for the underside of black and used black for the underside of 
the partial kitchen ceiling. Transitional the partial kitchen ceiling. Transitional 
lounge chairs and an antique table that lounge chairs and an antique table that 
once belonged to Justin’s grandmother once belonged to Justin’s grandmother 
are a nod to Justin’s more traditional are a nod to Justin’s more traditional 

Matching Chinese garden Matching Chinese garden 
stools and a pair of shibori stools and a pair of shibori 
prints enhance the cool-prints enhance the cool-
toned, calming space. The toned, calming space. The 
skulls-and-crossbones coffee skulls-and-crossbones coffee 
table game was sourced table game was sourced 
from Hurlbutt Designs.from Hurlbutt Designs.

A STYLISH BLENDA STYLISH BLEND
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A cowhide rug upstairs A cowhide rug upstairs 
nods to Jorge and Justin’s nods to Jorge and Justin’s 

blended tastes. The blended tastes. The 
original Block Island oil original Block Island oil 

painting is by Jason Healy.   painting is by Jason Healy.   
OPPOSITE, BOTTOM:OPPOSITE, BOTTOM: A  A 

custom barn door conceals custom barn door conceals 
the primary bathroom.the primary bathroom.

On the bluestone patio, On the bluestone patio, 
cozy summer chairs from cozy summer chairs from 
Crate & Barrel frame a Crate & Barrel frame a 
quaint space to entertain.quaint space to entertain.

A STYLISH BLENDA STYLISH BLEND
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impulses, while artwork (a poster of a woman holding a impulses, while artwork (a poster of a woman holding a 
Fleetwood Mac album), an upstairs cowhide rug, and a Fleetwood Mac album), an upstairs cowhide rug, and a 
general sense of restraint when it comes to adornment general sense of restraint when it comes to adornment 
nod to Jorge’s tastes. Smaller changes include new light-nod to Jorge’s tastes. Smaller changes include new light-
ing, including a barn wheel chandelier in lieu of a kitchen ing, including a barn wheel chandelier in lieu of a kitchen 
fan, and a new kitchen table with marble top to extend the fan, and a new kitchen table with marble top to extend the 
counter space. counter space. 

Outdoors, the gardens were already beautiful, as the Outdoors, the gardens were already beautiful, as the 
previous owner had a passion for plants and trees, so previous owner had a passion for plants and trees, so 
Jorge and Justin focused on editing what already existed. Jorge and Justin focused on editing what already existed. 
They love to entertain family and friends, however, so They love to entertain family and friends, however, so 
they also created new places to access the house and enjoy they also created new places to access the house and enjoy 
the outdoors. They added a white shell driveway on one the outdoors. They added a white shell driveway on one 
side of the house, a bluestone patio by a pair of French side of the house, a bluestone patio by a pair of French 
doors on another. In the backyard, they regraded the land, doors on another. In the backyard, they regraded the land, 
establishing two levels of lawn, separated with large boul-establishing two levels of lawn, separated with large boul-
ders, and accommodating a firepit, wall of firewood, and ders, and accommodating a firepit, wall of firewood, and 
additional seating.additional seating.

“We found we could blend styles in a way that works “We found we could blend styles in a way that works 
for us,” says Jorge. “It doesn’t feel like giving up but a for us,” says Jorge. “It doesn’t feel like giving up but a 
mutual style that we now gravitate to.” mutual style that we now gravitate to.” 

Justin concurs, saying, “Our design is yin and yang. Justin concurs, saying, “Our design is yin and yang. 
We are constantly looking at Houzz, Instagram, and Pin-We are constantly looking at Houzz, Instagram, and Pin-
terest for design ideas and sharing them with each other. terest for design ideas and sharing them with each other. 
We never stop thinking about what’s next.” We never stop thinking about what’s next.” ▪▪

Arteriors lighting bright-Arteriors lighting bright-
ens a modern portion of ens a modern portion of 
the dining space, which the dining space, which 

includes a table from Crate includes a table from Crate 
& Barrel.& Barrel.

The transition between the The transition between the 
home’s indoor and outdoor home’s indoor and outdoor 
spaces creates avenues spaces creates avenues 
for seamless seasonal for seamless seasonal 
entertaining.   entertaining.   OPPOSITE, OPPOSITE, 
BOTTOM:BOTTOM: Tile from Distinctive  Tile from Distinctive 
Tile and Stoneworks and Tile and Stoneworks and 
lighting and mirrors by lighting and mirrors by 
Rejuvenation glam up the Rejuvenation glam up the 
refitted bathroom.refitted bathroom.


